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1 Introduction

Microarchitectural attacks, such as Spectre [8],Meltdown [9],
Foreshadow [14], RIDL [15], and ZombieLoad [13], exploit
the abstraction gap between the Instruction Set Architec-
ture (ISA) and how instructions are actually executed by
processors to compromise the confidentiality and integrity
of a system. That is, these attacks exploit microarchitectural
side-effects resulting from processor’s optimizations, such
as speculative and out-of-order execution, and from proces-
sor’s internal buffers and caches that are invisible at the ISA
level.
To secure systems against microarchitectural attacks, pro-

grammers need to reason about and program against these
microarchitectural side-effects. There is, however, no “unique”
reference for microarchitectural side-effects. Even for a sin-
glemanufacturer, processors subtly differ in security-relevant
microarchitectural side-effects across generations. For ex-
ample, the clflush instruction for flushing caches behaves
differently across generations of Intel processors [16]. As
a result, a program might be secure when run on a pro-
cessor and insecure when run on another processor pro-
viding slightly different guarantees. However, we cannot—
and should not—expect programmers tomanually tailor pro-
grams for specific processors and their security guarantees.
Instead, we could rely on compilers (and the secure com-

pilation community), as they can play a prominent role in
bridging this gap: compilers should target specific proces-
sors microarchitectural security guarantees and they should
leverage these guarantees to produce secure code. This will
enable decoupling program-level security (say, ensuring that
secrets are not leaked under the ISA semantics), which pro-
grammers should enforce, and microarchitectural security
(say, preventing leaks of secrets due to microarchitectural
side-effects), which is the job of the compiler.
To achieve this, we outline the idea of Contract-Aware Se-

cure COmpilation (CASCO) where compilers are paramet-
ric with respect to a hardware/software security-contract,
an abstraction capturing a processor’s security guarantees.
That is, compilers will automatically leverage the guaran-
tees formalized in the contract to ensure that program-level
security properties are preserved at microarchitectural level.
For concreteness, our overview of CASCO builds on a re-

cent formulation of hardware/software contracts [6] that
focuses on data confidentiality (and therefore hypersafety
properties). We believe that CASCO is more general and it
can be applied also to other classes of security properties.

2 Contract-aware secure compilation

The CASCO framework relies on the following elements:
ISA, Hardware and Contract languages, the adversary we
consider and the notion of contract-aware compilers.

ISA language: We consider an ISA language L with a no-
tion of programs p (comprising both code and data segments)
and of architectural program states f ∈ AS. L is equipped
with an architectural semantics → : AS×AS that models the
execution of programs at the architectural level, mapping
an architectural state f to its successor f ′. Assume given
ATR (p), a function that denotes the Architectural TRaces of
p, derived from the sequence of architectural states f · . . . ·fn
that the execution of f goes through according to →.

Hardware:The execution of L-programs at the microarchi-
tectural level is formalised with a hardware semantics that
relies on hardware states � = 〈f, -〉 ∈ HS. Hardware states
consist of an architectural state f (as before) and a microar-

chitectural state -, which models the state of components
like predictors, caches, and reorder buffers. A hardware se-
mantics ⇒ : HS × HS maps hardware states � to their suc-
cessor �′.

Adversary: We consider a hardware-level adversary that
can observe parts of the microarchitectural state during ex-
ecution. Given a program p, HTR (p) denotes the Hardware
TRaces of p, that is, the sequence of hardware observations
A(-0) · . . . · A(-n) that the hardware state � of p goes
through according to⇒. Here,A(-) maps - to its attacker-
visible components (say, the cache metadata).

Contracts: A contract splits the responsibilities for pre-
venting side-channels between software and hardware, and
it provides a concise representation of a processor’s microar-
chitectural security guarantees. Following [6], a contract c

defines: (1) a notion of contract states Ξ ∈ CS that extend
f with contract-related components, (2) labels l ∈ LC rep-
resenting contract-observations, and (3) a labeled semantics
⇀ : CS × LC ×CS. Given a program p, CTRc (p) denotes the
Contract TRace of p, that is, the sequence l1, · · · , ln of labels
that the contract state Ξ of p goes through according to ⇀.
The contract traces of a program CTRc (·) capture which

architectural states are guaranteed to be indistinguishable
by a hardware attacker on any hardware platform satisfying
the contract:

Definition 1 (Hardware satisfies contract [6]). A hardware
semantics HTR (·) satisfies a contract c (denoted HTR (·) ⊢

c) if, for all programs p and p′ that only vary in the data seg-
ment, if CTRc (p) = CTRc (p

′), then HTR (p) = HTR (p′).
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Contract-awarecompilers:Contract-aware compilers ((|·|) )
are parametric with respect to a contract c ∈ ℭ, which for-
malizes a processor’s security guarantees. The target pro-
gram (|c, p|) depends on the source p and on the contract c.
Contract-aware compilers can be constructed to preserve

many security properties (e.g., cryptographic constant-time
and absence of speculative leaks), so long as these proper-
ties are expressible in the contract semantics (fortunately,
this is often the case [6]). Depending on the property of in-
terest, we then choose different secure compilation criteria
and instantiate them with the ISA and contract semantics.
Proving that a contract-aware compiler upholds such a cri-
terion demonstrates that the criterion is preserved for all
contracts in c ∈ ℭ, which determine the target language’s
semantics.
As an example, consider the security property of interest

being the prevention of all microarchitectural leaks of infor-
mation not exposed by ISA observations (captured by the
architectural traces ATR (·)); this can ensure, for instance,
the absence of leaks of transiently accessed data [11]. We
therefore choose the secure compilation criterion preserv-
ing 2-hypersafety properties [1, 2]. An instantiation of that
criterion is found Definition 2 below. That informally tells
that the compiler translates ISA-equivalent programs into
contract-equivalent ones, so there is no more leakage at the
contract level than what expressable in the ISA.

Definition 2 (Compiler satisfies contract). We say that a
compiler (|·|) is secure for all contracts of ℭ (denoted as
(|·|) ⊢ ℭ) if for all contracts c ∈ ℭ and programs p, p′ that
only differ in the data segment, if ATR (p) = ATR (p′), then
CTRc

(

(|c, p|)
)

= CTRc
(

(|c, p′ |)
)

.

Theorem 1 illustrates the overarching benefits of using
CASCO. It is sufficient to show that both the hardware and
the compiler satisfy a contract (Definition 1 andDefinition 2)
to derive that any ISA program pwill produce hardware ex-
ecutions that will not be vulnerable to attacks when run on
hardware satisfying the contract. Notably, proofs of Defini-
tion 1 and Definition 2 can be done separately and by dif-
ferent parties: hardware developers can provide contracts
and proving Definition 1 independently of specific compiler
criteria, while developers of secure compilers can focus on
proving Definition 2 ignoring most of the hardware details
(except those captured by contracts).

Theorem 1. If (|·|) ⊢ ℭ, c ∈ ℭ, and HTR (·) ⊢ c, then for

all programs p and p′ that only differ in the data segment, if

ATR (p) = ATR (p′), then HTR
(

(|c, p|)
)

= HTR
(

(|c, p′ |)
)

.

3 CASCO for secure speculation

To illustrate the benefits of CASCO, we focus on speculative
execution attacks (Spectre) as an example due to the avail-
ability of compiler-level countermeasures [11] and security
contracts [6]. CASCO, however, is more general and it can

be applied to all settings where microarchitectural attacks
are prevented by compiler-inserted countermeasures.
Consider the classical Spectre v1 attack [8]. There, an atta�er

poisons the bran� predictor (which exists at the hardware

level and not at the ISA) to trigger speculative execution and
encode speculatively accessed data (otherwise unaccessible)
into the ca�e, so the attacker can later retrieve them by
probing the ca�e.
There exist four different contracts that serve as specifi-

cations of processors’ microarchitectural security guaran-
tees [6] and that compilers can use as security specification.

Contract c
seq
ct : This contract exposes the program counter

and the locations of memory accesses on sequential, non-
speculative paths. c

seq
ct is often used to formalize constant-

time programming [3, 4], and it is satisfied (in the sense of
Definition 1) by in-order, non-speculative processors [6].
Contract c

spec
ct : This contract additionally exposes the pro-

gram counter and the locations of all memory accesses on
speculatively executed paths [5]. Simple speculative out-of-
order processors satisfy c

spec
ct [6].

Contract c
seq

arch
: This contract, which guarantees the confi-

dentiality of data that is only transiently loaded, exposes the
program counter, the location of all loads and stores, and
the values of all data loaded from memory on standard, i.e.,
non-speculative, program paths. Processors implementing
speculative taint tracking [17, 18] satisfy c

seq

arch
[6].

Contract c
seq−spec
ct−pc : This contract exposes program counter

and addresses of loads during sequential execution, and only
the program counter during speculative execution. Proces-
sorswith load-delay countermeasures [12] satisfy c

seq−spec
ct−pc [6].

A possible countermeasure against Spectre v1 attacks, im-
plemented in the Microsoft Visual C++ and Intel ICC com-
pilers [7, 10], is the insertion of lfence instructions (which
stop speculation). The countermeasure has been developed
to work against speculative, out-of-order processors (con-
tract c

spec
ct ), and it injects an lfence instruction after all branch

instructions, preventing the attack described before. How-
ever, a contract-aware compiler can rely on the contract in-
formation to know the underlying processor’s security guar-
antees and optimise its code, avoiding the injection of un-
necessary lfences. For example, consider processors that
implement load-delay (contract c

seq−spec
ct−pc ) or speculative taint-

tracking countermeasures (contract c
seq

arch
). A contract-aware

compiler targeting those processors can avoid inserting lfences
after branches since there, the speculative memory leaks are
prevented by the hardware.

4 Future directions

We believe CASCO provides foundations for designing and
proving the correctness of compilers that automatically lever-
age hardware-level security guarantees, formalized using
security contracts, to prevent microarchitectural leaks. For
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this, we will need (1) formal languages for modeling inter-
esting classes of contracts; (2)ways of formalizing compilers
that use contract information to optimise code; and (3) new
proof techniques that account for contract parametricity and
composability (to simplify proofs across similar contracts).
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